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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "'Bayesian Approach to Life Testing and 
Reliability Estimation'' is a brief collection of the work done so far on the 
subject. Emphasis has been laid only on those methods and approaches to 
the Bayesian estimation of reliability and life testing which are planned to be 
used in the subsequent work. I have tried my best to include sufficient and 
relevant materials in the systematic way, which are contained in four 
chapters. 
Chapter 1, is of an introductory nature in which some concepts, which may 
be helpful to grasp the ideas contained in the remaining chapters are 
discussed. 
In chapter II, Bayes estimators of the parameters and reliability function of 
failure law distribution in complete samples are considered and also Bayes 
estimator of 0~ under JeiTrey's invariance principle are studied and its mean 
squared error obtained. 
Chapter ill embodies Bayes estimators of the parameters and reliability 
function of censored samples. 
Finally in the last Chapter, we have discussed the Bayes estimators of the 
parameters and reliability function of failure law distribution in complete 
and censored samples under the Linex loss function. 
In the end, a comprehensive list of bibliography referred in to this 
dissertation has been given. 
C H A P T E R ! 
INTRODUCTION 
I. Classical and Bayesian Inference: 
For the reliability measurement, we have so far learned how to measure the 
reliability with various classical statistical models. The framework of the 
classical statistical approach is to evaluate procedures based on imagining 
repeated sampling from a particular model (the likelihood), which defines 
the probability distribution of the observed data with unknown fixed 
parameters. The accuracy of the procedure evaluation is relied on the 
precision ol'the parameters esfimation with repeating sampling or observed 
data. The precision of the estimations would be doubtful because of some 
unavoidable factors, e.g. sampling error or insufficient data. 
Unlike the classical statistical estimation, Bayesian approach to statisfical 
design and analysis relies not only on the repeafing sampling or observation 
data but also on the prior knowledge such as reliability engineers' 
experience or prior belief This would make Bayesian estimation an effective 
and practical alternative to the classical one. 
As a part of the standard probabilistic reliability assessment for a system, we 
have estimated the unavailability of the system. This unavailability is a 
function of the unavailability parameters (e.g. maintenance period, failure 
rate, and demand failure probability) for the system component. These 
unavailability parameters are estimated using the available data. 
The available data sometimes tend to be relatively few since the equipment 
failures tend to be relatively rare event; the available data somefimes tend to 
be relatively unreliable since the data sampling processes are somehow 
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biased. Classical statistical methods are ill fitted for those kind situations, 
and possibly lead the whole reliability assessment to an unreliable solution. 
Partly because of this flaw of classical statistical method, reliability 
engineers turn to Bayesian approaches. With Bayesian approach, reliability 
participators could incorporate a wide variety of forms of information in the 
estimation process. In the Bayesian methods, all the uncertainties in the 
parameters due to the lack of knowledge are expressed via probability 
distributions. This is the major departure from the classical methods, since 
for classical methods all the parameters are true unknown value. There are 
no uncertain parameters being estimated. 
The basic difference between Classical and Bayesian is that classical 
approach considers the parameter of a population a fixed quantity, whereas 
Bayesian regard the parameter of a distribution a random variable. 
The most important thing in the Bayesian approach is the specification of a 
distribution on the parameter space, which has been named as 'prior 
distribution'. The specification of the prior distribution is mostly based on 
pragmatic grounds i.e. it is based on some previous experiment, 
investigation study or knowledge. 
2. Bayesian Methodology: 
Prior and Posterior distributions: 
Let X\,X2-,...,Xi, be // independentiy identically distributed random 
variable from a density f{x\d), 9EQ, where the function f{.\0) is 
assumed known except for 6. The problem is to estimate a specifies 
function dHO). The Bayesian approach to estimate for 0(6') assumes the 
existence of a probability distribution on 0 . This probability distribution, 
specified by a completely known probability density function ^(0), 
ikpitiiiiuiiidi \iiiii\iic. A npodiiiiii^ ih^.iudi nil IIK, mil 
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describe the degree of belief in possible parameter values prior to an 
observation being made and consequently it is called a prior distribution. 
Thus the unknown 0 may be considered as the realized values of some 
random variable 0 whose probability density function ^{6) is known. The 
informalion of known ^{0) can be incorporated into estimation procedures 
by means of the posterior distributions of 0 given X\=x\, 
A'2 =.V2,. . . ,A', , =.v,,. 
n ( ^ | . v , , . . . , . v j = ^ — — 
/7(X],...,.\-^,) 
where, /7(A-,,...,A„)= j l\ f{xi\0)^(d) d0 
11(^1 A] ,...,.Y„ ) may be interpreted as describing an experimenter's degree 
of belief in different possible values of 6 after the observation {x],...,x„) 
have been made, and consequently it is called the posterior distribution of (9. 
Thus the sample observations change a decision maker's degree of belief by 
changing a prior distribution into a posterior distribution. 
3. Statistical Decision Theory: 
The set of alternative values or forms that may be assumed by the particular 
characteristic of the part of real world that we are interested in. It will be 
denoted by 0 and whole set of possible values of 0 by parametric space 0 . 
Let A'], A'2,..., A',, be the random sample of size n from the distribution, 
once the sample point X = {xi,X2,...,x„) is observed, the statistician takes 
an action or decision d on the basis of data. Clearly the decision d=S(x) is 
a function of .v. 
IXpniliihiiml S/nH (^/(s cl. Oihiamms Ihwinh l\/( l/./O IK// 
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Lei D = \()ix): .ve/?^^ | be the set of all possible decision under a given 
situation. 
Definition-]: A decision function S(x) is a statistics that takes values in D 
i.e. c) is a Bore! measurable function that maps R„ into D. S:R„->D. 
In taking decision d when 6 is true state of nature, we may or may not 
incur an error. If there is an error, we incur a loss. 
L{9,d): Loss incurred in taking decision d when 6 is true state of 
nature. 
Definition-!: Let D be an arbitrary space of decision or action. A non-
negative function that map DxQ into R is called a loss function. Clearly a 
loss function is a random variable as decision depends on x. {L, D, 0 ) is a 
decision space. 
4. The Loss Function: 
Let 6 be an unknown parameter of some f{x\d) and suppose that we 
estimate ^ by a statistics S(x)=d. Let L{6, d) represent the loss incurred 
when the true value of the parameter is 6 and we are estimating 9 by the 
statistics d. Various types of loss functions are: 
4.1 The Squared-Error Loss Function: 
The squared-error loss function is 
L{0,d)= c[d-ef 
where c > 0 and c being independent of 6. 
4.2 The Absolute-Error Loss Function: 
The absolute-error loss function is 
L{e,d)^c\e-d\ 
where c > 0 but is independent of 6*. 
nLiwilimni 1)1 \l(ili\lt(^ A OpiialKms Riwiiiih lUf \l Id till I 
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4.3 The Asymmetric Loss Function: 
Varian introduces a very useful asymmetric Linex loss function that rises 
approximately exponentially on one side of zero and approximately linearly 
on the other side in his applied study of real estate assessment. Under 
assessment results in an approximately linear loss of revenue were as over 
assessment often results in appeals with attendant, substantial litigation and 
other costs (Varian, 1975). Also in dam construction an under-estimate of 
the peak water level is usually much more serious than an over-estimate. In 
the estimation of the shape parameter of classical Pareto distribution the 
over-estimation and under-estimate may not be of equal importance because 
the income inequality is associated with the help of estimate of the shape 
parameter. This associates greater importance to over-estimation. 
Linex Loss Function: 
Varian (1975) introduced the following convex loss function known as 
LINEX (linear-exponential) loss function. 
L{^) = he"^ -c^-h ; a,c^O,/)>0, (4.1) 
where i\-9-0. It is clear that 1(0) = 0 and the minimum occurs when 
ah - c\ therefore, /.(A) can be written as 
L(A) =h[c'^ - «A - 1], fl 7^  0, Z? > 0, (4.2) 
where a and /) are the parameter of the loss function may be defined as 
shape and scale respectively (Zellner, (1986), Rojo, (1987)). 
The posterior expectation of loss function in (4.2) is 
E,[L{^)]-h[e"^E,{e-'^)^aE^{9-9)-\] (4.3) 
The value of 0 that minimizes (4.2), denoted by 9^, is obtained by solvmg 
the following equation 
IXimilnuulol \lull-.ll<^ A ()i>.nllini„ RCCIHII M/f UK, IIUI 
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OA=~--\og[E^{c~''^)] (4.4) 
a 
also the risk function associated with any estimator 6, under Linex loss 
function as defined above is given by 
RAid)=h[e-"^E0{e"^)-aE00)+a0-\] (4.5) 
and the corresponding prior risk is given by 
5. Risk Function: 
The expected value of L{6,S{Xi,X2,...,X„)\ for given 0 and S but 
looked upon as a (measurable) function of the random variables 
A l^, X2,..., X,j is called the risk of using S in case the true state of nature is 
0 and is denoted by R{6,S) 
R{e.5) = Ee[L\0,5{X^,X2,....X„)\] 
= \L{0,S)f{x\0)dx 
For each (9, R{0,S) is thus the expected loss (over X) incurred in 
using c){X). 
6. Prior Distributions: 
We have two types of prior distributions, 
(i). Proper Prior (ii). Improper Prior 
Proper Prior Distribution: 
If probability density function or probability mass function ^{0) is such that 
the integral or sums over its admissible range is one. i.e. 
\^{0)d0=\ o r X ^ ( ^ ) = l 
then the prior distributions are called Proper prior distributions. 
Dqwiiimnint Smn^iii'. A Opi itiin'iis liLMiiiih I Ml UK' Hill 
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Improper Prior Distribution: 
Consider 
the density function of this kind are called Improper prior distribution. 
Other F'rior Distributions: 
Non-Informative Prior Distribution: 
When we are in a state of ignorance about the parameter we need to choose a 
prior, which will uniformly express our ignorance about the parameter. Such 
a prior is known as Non-informative prior. It is the prior that contains no 
information about 6. If the prior is non-informative, we should assign the 
same density to each 0eQ, which of course implies that prior ^{6) is 
uniform given by £,{9) = k, 0EQ. 
The non informative prior often leads to a class of improper priors, improper 
in the sense that 
(r) 
Jeffery's Invariant Prior: 
This prior is known as ignorance prior or non-informative prior. Jeffery's 
suggested to choose prior 
where i{6)=-E 
contained x 
c 
cO-
^ ( ^ ) x / ^ 
10g/(A-|^) is Fisher's information about 0 
Ih 1,(11 lini III III \liill\lii^ A Oiniiiliiiii^ Ih^uiuh l\ll 11.10 Hill 
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Natural Conjugate Prior: 
We say that the family of prior distribution ^(6*), 0eQ, is a natural 
conjugate family if the corresponding posterior distribution belongs to the 
same family as (^ (0). 
7. Bayes Decision Rule: 
We have some prior information suggesting that some values of 0 are more 
probable than other. To be more precise, we assume that the elements 6 of 
0 are the values of a random variable 6 whose distribution has density 
function ^{0). Then the average risk associated with S is 
r{<^,S)= \R(S,0)^(0)d0 
0 
= j ( \L{5,0)dF{0)^{0)d0 
0 n 
and Bayes rule suggests choosing that 5 for which r{^,5) is minimum that 
=1= 
IS Bayes rule states that choose 5 e D 
A decision function (i)", which minimize r{5,^) is called Bayes solution of 
the decision problem with respect to the a priori density ^{0). 
The resulting minimum of r{5,^) is called a Bayes risk relative to < (^.). In 
order to apply Bayes, we have to assume that the elements of 0 are the 
values of random variables 0 , whose density ^{0) is known. 
In the problem of estimation of a parameter 0 with the loss function 
proportional to the squared error, a Bayes rule with respect to a given prior 
distribution is to estimate 0 by posterior mean. 
Ikiiiimiiiiil III \liilnlii V A (>ihi(illiin\ RiMdicli l\ll \U<.i \IUI 
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To fix the idea, let f{x\0) be the probability density function of x and 
C{0) be the prior density of 9, then the joint density of x and 6 is 
h{xj))=c{9)f{x\e) 
Hence, the posterior distribution of 6 given X ^x has the density 
\\{0\x)= •"; ^ - ^ ' (7.1) 
[f\x\o)4{9)de 
(-) 
thus when the loss function is proportional to the squared error, the posterior 
expected loss given X = x is 
\L{d^9) Y\{9\x)d9 (7.2) 
(-) 
to find the action d that minimize this expression we may set the derivative 
with respect to d in (7.2) equal to zero that is 
[ -^^L{S,9) Y]{9\x)d9 = Q 
This solution vv-ill be Bayes estimator, it may be noted that if the loss 
function is squared error, a Bayes decision rule with respect to a given prior 
distribution of 0 is to estimate 0, the mean of the posterior distribution of 
0, given the observation. 
8. Censoring: 
Consider a life testing experiment where n items are kept under observation 
until failure. Suppose the life length of these // items are independently 
identically distributed random variable with a continuous distribution 
function ^(.v,^') and with probability density function f{x,9), where 0 is 
random parameter, if random sample A'i.„,A'2:„,.--,^/?:/; ^e the order 
statistics from a population having distribution function F{x,6), are 
IhlHiililltlinil \lall\lif. A Dihlillliiils RISUIKII M / ( ! / / ( / \RII 
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recorded in ascending order of magnitude, that the data appear, we recorded 
first /• or the last /• observations corresponding to these order statistics 
before all items have failed, we may have to terminate the experiment. Here 
we discuss two type of censoring. 
8,1. Type I or Time Censored: 
Suppose that we have //items to test and terminate the experiment at a pre-
assigned time t. So, the data consist of the life times of items that failed 
before the time / i.e. ^(i),A'(2),--,A'(,„) assuming that m items failed 
before / and the fact that (/? - m) items have survived beyond t. Where the 
time of termination is fixed while m, the number of items that failed before 
/, is a random variable. The data so obtained constitute a type I censored 
samples. It corresponds to right censoring in which large sample 
observations are missing. 
Let A'|,A'2,...,A''„ be a random sample with p.d.f. f{x,0) and d.f F{x,6), 
and the order statistics is arranged in ascending order as 
A'(i^  --^^(2) -•••-^^(/;)- Now, if we censored at a pre-assign time /and at 
that time there are m failures then the joint p.d.f of X(i),X(-2),.--,^(/n) is 
/ ' • , . . . r., . . . , . ^, ^, -in-IV 
„/(A'(l))./(A'(2)) /(A'(;„))-[l-^(Or 
(11-111)1 
8.2. Type 11 or Failure Censored: 
Suppose we have // items on test and terminate the experiment when a pre-
assigned number of items i.e. r{<n) have failed. So that the data consist of 
the life times of the r items that failed i.e. X^i^^ -^(2) ^•••^^(r) and the 
fact that (/? - /•) items have survived beyond X(/.). Here the number of items 
/• thai failed is fixed while X^,,) the fime at which the expermient is 
Ikpdilmiill 11 \liiliui(\ A OiiLiiilliiin KcMilidl nil II Id \RII 
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terminated, is a random variable. This constitutes a type II censoring. This is 
also a sort of right censoring. 
Let A'i,A''2,...,A''„ be a random sample with p.d.f. f{x,6) and d.f F(x,0), 
and the order statistics is arranged in ascending order as 
A^ (l) ^A'(2) <...<Xj^ijy Now, ifwe censored to the right then the joint p.d.f. 
ol X 1^1^,A^2)••••••'^^\r) 'S 
/'•' 1 1 1 /;-/• 
P].P2--Pr-Pr + \ l!l!...l!(//-r)! 
/ • (X]) . / (X2) . . . . / (AV) . [1-F(A- , ) ] /'! ... . ^ . . . n - r 
where /?,.+] = piX > x,) = [1 - /^(A> )] and px = / (x i ) 
One can have left censoring as well where in smaller values are censored or 
one can have censoring of multiple regions. When there is both left and right 
censoring, the name used often is double censoring. Thus in doubled 
censored samples items at both the ends are missing. 
Let X\,X2 Xij be a random sample with p.d.f. f{x,6) and d.f F{x,d), 
and the order statistics is arranged in ascending order as 
yV(|) <A'(2) <...<X(^fjy Now, ifwe censored to the left then the joint p.d.f. 
/'! r 1 1 
Pr-Pr + \ Pn r!(l!...l!) 
Il' 
rl [/^ (Av)r/(A>+i) n^n) 
where p, = P[X <Xi.]^ F{x,) 
Di/uuimuuiil \l(ilnlii\ .V O/ILI iiliiiii'. IILMIIHII t\ll U Id IRII 
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9. Basic Concept of Reliability Theory: 
9.1 Reliability Function: 
Reliability of a unit or a system is defined as the probability that it will 
perform satisfactory for at least a specified period of time without a major 
breakdown. 
if r , failure time of a unit is fails during the time /, then the 
reliability of the unit is defined as 
R{t) = P[T>t] 
= \-F{t) 
9.2 Failure Rate Function: 
The rate at which failures occur in a certam time interval [t^, /2] is called the 
failure rate during that interval. It is defined as the probability that a failure 
per unit time occurs in the interval, given that a failure has not occurred prior 
to /] the beginning of the interval. Thus the failure rate is given by 
]f{t)dt 
Mt)--^ 
CO 
02-t^)\f{t)dt 
>l 
CO 
jfiD'lt- Imdt 
A[l)='-^^ " 
CO 
ih-ti) 
t 
if, we substitute /] = / and t2=t +At ,WQ get 
R{t)-R{t + At) 
Ait)=-
Af.R{t) 
Hcixiiiiihiil (>i \iiiii\iii'. A (>ihiaiioii\ l<i\i'ai<li I U( tl Id \lill 
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9.3 Hazard rate Function: 
The hazard rate is defined as the Hmit of the failure rate as the length of the 
interval, [/], (2] approaches zero. Thus, it is instantaneous failure rate. 
The hazard rate /?(/) is defined as 
R{t)-R{t + At) 
hiO^hm^,, AtR{t) 
~-Rit) 
R{t)l dt 
J\uR{t)J{t) 
dt R{t) 
h{t)dt represent the probability that a device of age t will fail in the small 
interval of time / to / + A/. Hazard rate is that it indicates the change in the 
failure rate over the life span of the device. 
9.4 Mean Time To Failure: 
The expected life, or the expected time during which an item functioning 
until first failure will perform successfully, is defined as 
oc 
E{T)=\tf{t)dt 
0 
where f{t) is the p.d.f of T, the life time of the item. As the lifetime of an 
item has to be non-negafive, we define f{t) for T>0. 
10. Failure Distributions: 
Here we discuss some failure fime distributions, which are parficularly 
useful in Bayesian reliability analysis. 
10,1 Exponential Distribution: 
A random variable Xis said to have an exponenfial distribution if its 
probability density funcfion is of the form 
IkpaiiiHuil 1)1 Smu\ii(\ d l>i!uiiii<iii\ Hi\uii(h l\ll tll(: \RII 
Iiiliixliulioii ] 4 
/(.v) = - e x p H - r - / 0 / ^ ] , A->// 
the standard form of the exponential distribution is obtained by putting 
;/ = 0 and 0 = 1 
Therefore, the reliabihty function is 
and the hazard rate of the exponential distribution is 
— A/ 
c 
a constant, which is known as failure rate. 
The mean time to failure (MTTF) and variance of T are 
E(T)=~ and Var(t)=\ 
^ ?? 
the constant failure rate X can be inteipreted to mean that the failure process 
has no memory. Using the law of conditional probability 
R{t)-R{t + ^t) P r ( / < r < / + A / r > / ) = R{t) 
-/J -X{t+M) 
e 
which IS independent of /. Thus, if the device is still functioning at time /, it 
is as good as nevv/. 
10.2 Normal Distribution: 
There are many types of components whose failure behavior may be 
represented by the normal distribution. That is, if T is the life length of an 
item, its p.d.f is given by 
/ ) pill Ilium III \llltl\llc\ A ()/h llllliilis HI Mill ill nil II Id til 11 
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^t-,^' 
/ ( / ) = ^ ^ ^ , - CO < / < 00, 0 < / / < 00, cr > 0 
ow2;r 
A normal failure implies that most of the items fail around the mean failure 
time £"(7^ ) = // and the number of failures decreases as | / - //1 increases. 
The c.d.f for the normal distribution is 
ni)= I 
- c o 
— ^ = e x p [— 
[ (J J 
]dx 
{l-1-1)1 G 
1 IIK exp[-x ll\dx 
O 
I ^ J 
I 
1 - 2 / 7 
where, 0(/)= U(.\-)^.\'and ^(j) = ^ = e "^  '^ 
Therefore, the reliability function is 
0-//^ 
\ (J J 
and the hazard rate function is 
^ 
/?(/) = 
. n - . ^ 
2 
The MTTF of normal distribution is E(T) -/.i and variance is a . 
10.3 Lognormal Distribution: 
The use of lognormal distribution in reliability has become increasingly 
widespread. It is used as a failure time distribution (Goldtliwaite, 1961). The 
DLpailiiiLiU Of \liiii\lii\ t\ OpLialiDjn Ristniih IMl UK, \RII 
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lognormal distribution derived as a model failure due to fatigue cracks 
(Mann ct al, 1974). The lognormal distribution has also emerged as a 
suitable distribution in maintainability analysis. 
A random variable Tas failure or down time is said to have a lognormal 
distribution if A'' = lnr is normally distributed. A simple logarithmic 
transformation of variable, the lognormal p.d.f. is 
1 1 7 2 
/(/) = ^=expf r-(ln/-//)~], 0</<oo,-co<//<co, cr > 0, 
where i.i-E(\wT) and G~ -Vari^wT). 
The p.d.f. of lognormal distribution in terms of ^(.) as 
^ 
/ ' ( / ) \ (J ) 
at 
Therefore, the reliability function is 
/?( / )=l-O ^ 'n^- / /^ 
(J J 
and the hazard rate function is 
\ ^ J 
c j / [ l - 0 ^ ' n / - / / ^ ] 
V (y J 
The MTTF of lognormal distribution is 
7 
£X7^)=exp(// + cr"/2) 
and the variance is 
Var{T) =[exp(2// + a")].[exp(a^ - 1)] 
IKlHi! Iiik HI nl \l(ili\ni\ ,y O/n lalluns II uiiidl l\ll \I Id Mill 
liiiroiliKiioii ] y 
Goldthwaite (1961) shows that hazard rate initially increases over time and 
then decreases, approaching zero for sufficiently large value of time. Thus 
the distribution is useful for describing those situations in which early 
failures or occurrences dominate the distribution. 
10.4 Weibull Distribution: 
The Weibull distribution is most commonly used probability distribution in 
the field of failure data analysis. The distribution is named after Weibull. It 
has been used to describe vacuum-tube failures (Kao, 1959) and ball-bearing 
failures (Lieblein and Zelen, 1956). The Weibull distribution encompasses 
both increasing and decreasing hazard rates, and has been used to describe 
both initial failures (Von Alven, 1964). When a system is composed of a 
number of components and failures is due to the most severe defect of a 
large number of possible defects, the Weibull distribution is used. 
In its more general case, the p.d.f of Weibull distribution is 
/ • (0 = ^ 
a \ a J 
with the parameter «,/?, and / . Where y^  is shape parameter, a is scale 
parameter and y is location parameter. 
If the location parameter y is assumed to be zero, then the distribution 
becomes two parameter Weibull i.e. 
P O^ 
a 
/^-l 
/•(/)=-- - exp[-(//«)] P 
\ccj 
and if we put (3 = 1, then the distribution becomes the exponential 
distribution, and if /? = 2, then it becomes the Rayleigh distribution. 
Therefore, the reliability function is 
Dciniiliili III ul \lcill\llf, ly ()pi.i{llliJil\ II SLlluh l \ / ( aid IRII 
Iiilrotliic lion 
R{t)=exp[- ft-r^f^ 
\ a J 
and the hazard rate function is 
hit)- P^t-yf 
a\ a J 
The MTTF of Weibull distribution is 
E{T)=Y+aV{{p + \)ip), 
and Variance is 
p, a>Q, 0<y<t <co. 
Var{T)=:a- r J3 + 2 p /? + ! 
P 
10.5 Inverse Guassian Distribution: 
The name derives from the observation that an inverse relationship exists 
between the cumulative generating functions of these distributions and those 
of normal (Gaussian) distributions. 
The inverse Gaussian distribution has been found to be useful for those 
situations whenever early failures or occurrences dominate the lifetime 
distribution. The p.d.f of an inverse Gaussian distribution with parameter // 
and /I is 
/ • ( / ) = 
II 
exp {t-^iY 
llLl-^t 
, / , / / , / l>0, 
Reliability function and hazard rate functions in terms of standard normal 
c.d.f. as (Chhikara and Folks, 1977), 
/?(0=O 
1/2 t] 
/J 
2A/// O 
a^l/2/ 
\.t J 
t 
+ — 
!\ pa I infill (>! MaliMu \ A Oponiiaiis RtSLdK h l\t( Hid Mill 
lull oilm luiii 
and /?(0=- AlliTt^] exp[-A(/-//)-/2//^^] 1X1 / 2 , 0[( i ' ' / ) ' ' - ( ! - / / / / ) ] -e^^ ' ' ^0[ - ( /^ / / ) ' ^^( ]+ / / / / ) ] 
The MTTF of Inverse Gaussian distribution is 
and Variance is 
Var{T)^ 
10.6 Paieto and Classical Pareto Distribution: 
Let Y\, >2,...,}'/, be a random sample from a Pareto distribution with the pdf 
/ i v , / ^ ) ^ ^ . , -
^ 2 / i - l ' 
l-/ij 1 < V, p > 1 
which has mean /] and variance y^ (y5 - 1) /(2- /]). 
and if, we put =a(j^', then it becomes classical Pareto distribution i.e. 
with cr and « as a scale and shape parameter respectively. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BAYESIAN ESTIMATION OF FAILURE LAW DISTRIBUTIONS 
IN COMPLETE SAMPLES 
1. Introduction: 
In this chapter we have considered Bayes estimators of the parameters of 
failure law distribution in complete samples for exponential, normal, 
Weibull, gamma and Pareto failure time distributions under various priors 
and have studied their properties. 
2. Exponential Distribution: (Sinha, 1986). 
Theorem: Under the class of Jeffrey's prior t,{6)oz—,c>0, the Bayes 
estimator of 6^  will be 
11 + C-2 
Proof. Since the prior is ^{9)'^—,c>0, consider one parameter 
6' 
exponential failure time distribution f{x\6) = — .exp(-x/(9),A'>0,6>0. 
The posterior distribution of 9 is given by 
n(6'I.Y)=^-exp(-/?.Y/^) 
W here, /<~'= f z\^{~nxl9)d9 
0^ 
n pill imi III 'jf \liili\lii'. A (>iKiiiliim\ RL\UIIIII Wit 41 Id IKII 
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_ r(// + c-i) 
( /7 .r) 
Thus, U{0\x)J-^^^^^-^^^^^t!lI!^^e>Q 
The Bayes estimator of 0 under squared error loss function is given by 
a-, 
de 
(f ^E{0\x) = \o \\{e\x)de 
0 
By integration, we obtain 
r(// + r - l ) j // + C-1 
r(/7 + r - l ) ( / ;Z)"+ ' -^ 
(f =^^^^- (2.1) 
n + c-2 
Remark 1, Equation (2.1) can be reduced to uniformly minimum variance 
unbiased estimator (UMVUE) and minimum mean square error (MSE) 
estimators of 0 by putting suitable values of c. Also for c = l, ^{d) = l/6 
i.e. Jeffrey's prior. 
// 
For r = 2, ^{0) = \/0- , 0* = X is known UMVUE of 6'. 
IKpaiiiuiiii ol \uin\ii(s \ <>ihiiiiinii\ Ki MOK h \\H U Id Hill 
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It, * n X 
For c = 3, ^{0) = 1/^- , 6*3 = is well known MSE estimator of 6. 
^ (// + 1) 
Remark 2. Using law of large number it can be shown that Bayes estimator 
converges lo M VUE, MLE etc. as /; -> co. 
Remark 3. Martz and Waller (1982) have considered Bayes estimators 
under different priors viz. uniform, non-informative, gamma etc. to estimate 
the above parameters. 
3. Bayes Estimation of Variance in Exponential Density: (Pandey, 1982). 
2 
Theorem: Bayes estimator of the variance 9 under the class of improper 
-a 10 
c 
priors >x{0)cc , c>0, a,0>O with respect to the squared error loss 
function for —.c^'^ ,.Y > 0,^ > 0 will be admissible. 
0 
Proof. Let .vi,.V7,...,.r„ be a random sample of size n from exponential 
density 
nx,0)=~e~'^^, .T>0,^>0 (3.1) 
which has mean 0 and variance 0". 
Let the class of improper priors for 6 is 
^'(^;)x — exp(-^//6'), a,c,0>O. 
0' 
The posterior density function of 0 is given by 
J} + C-\ 
^ I (Z.\- +a) 
' r(/? + r - l ) 0 
l\lHi:lllltlllol\lllll^ll<si^ Op.K'llnl,^ ll<^>(ll<ll l^ll illlilRII 
(Ixj + a) 
0 
(3.2) 
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7 7 / 
If we consider a squared error loss function L{0 ,d)={6 -d) then the 
Bayes estimator for 6 will be posterior mean. Hence Bayes estimator for 
0~ using the squared error loss function is 
{Y.x,^ay 
(// + c-2)(// + r - 3 ) 
(//.v + «)" 
(// + c-2)(/ / + c-3) -^ J for large n. (3.3) 
in particular, if <:/ = 0, c = 4, the class of prior reduces to < (^6')cc6' and 
Bayes estimator reduces to 
0 ->A' for large // 
(// + l)(// + 2) 
2 • The risk of the proposed estimator (9, is given by 
£ 
1 _ 2 
/ r .v- _^2 
(// + l)(/7 + 2) 
= MSE 
2 - 2 
/? A' 
(/7 + l)(/7 + 2) 
(3.4) 
1 ~ 
Since, we know that — ^ follows Chi-square distribution with 2/7 degrees 
9 
of freedom and 
r(/7) //' 
We have 
Ikimnm.iil III SialiMU-. A Opualmin Kisidiih I U( !/./(/ IK// 
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MSE 
2-2 
// A' 
(// + !)(//+ 2) 
4/7 + 2 ^4 
(/7 + ])(/7 + 2) (3.5) 
-2 The proposed estimator in Pandey and Singh (1977) is Kg = M x which 
involves the unknown scalar M to minimize the MSE of Y^,. We have 
^4SE{Y,) = Var{Y^.)+ \hias{Y^) I -I (3.6) 
Now, Var{Y^) = M\ 2 4//" +10/? + 6 ^4 .6 (3.7) 
and \bias{)\,)\ M{n + \) 
-\2 
(3.8) 
Therefore from equation (3.7) and (3.8), we have 
A/2^4 
MSE (Y,) = [4/7 ^ +10/7 + 6] + M n + 1 
n2 
/7 
.6' (3.9) 
2 
The value of A-f which minimizes MSE{Y^) is 
n +5/7 + 6 
therefore the 
proposed estimator )\, is 
L = 
/r.x" [^.riV 
//-+5/7 + 6 (/^  + 2)(/7 + 3) 
(3.10) 
From equation (3.9), we have 
MSE [ r , ] ^ - ' ^ ' ^ ' ^^ 
' (/? + 2)(/7 + 3) 
(3.11) 
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From (3.5) and (3.11), we see that the MSE[e'j]> MSE [Y^], therefore 
61" is dominated by Y^,. Hence Bayes estimator proposed here is 
inadmissible. 
4. Normal Distribution: (Sinha, 1986) 
Theorem-1: Under the class of quasi prior <^(//,cr)cc— or the class of 
(7 
priors c:(//,a r) X , c>0,from 
a' 
/•(.v / / , o - ) = 
— T = exp[— 
(TsJ ZTT I 
f ^2 
] , - C O < A ' < G O , 
- o o < / / < c o , c r > 0 
. , . , , , \A r(// + c -3 ) /2 , - , Bayes estimator of G and // will be J—. and X, where 
V2 r(// + c - 2 ) / 2 
/I =^"_.( .v , - .Y) , // is the location parameter and G is the scale 
parameter. 
Proof. The joint posterior of // and G is given by 
, K 1 _ 2 
n(//,c7 A-)= --exp[ - M + / 7 ( X - / / ) ]] 
G 
ll + C 2G' 
ZC 
an 
expi-A/lG ) ? , CO 
G n+c 
[} d K"^ = p ^ ^ ;;;,^^ 'l \ e x p ! — ^ ( x - / / ) " ; ^ / / J ^ a 
- 0 0 2G' 
(4.1) 
2;r "rexp(-/^/2cr ) 
" 0 ^ 
/;+r-l 
^ d 
IKpiulnhlll nl\lull'-lli\ A ()lhi(hlt,il\ / i i M d / r / ; l U / I / / 0 l « / / 
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llTT 2 (n+c-4)/2 
'^ A {ii + c-2)l2 
V("^'-^) 
We have the marginal posterior a 
X 
n{(T\x)=\n{(T\x)d^i 
0 
r— ^(n + c-2)l2cx^{-AI2cj^) °c 
U{cj\x)^\^ ^77^ j e x p { - ^ ( x - / / ) 2 } dfi 
V2^ {n+c-A)l2\-r'~-)a"^' i lu^ 
2 2 
// A (// + r-2)/2 exp(-^/2a^) \ln 
a l{ ~ ) n 
/"^'"-^'-^x^i-Alla^) 
2 
(4.2) 
Similarly, the marginal posterior of // 
n(// |.v)= jn(//,^|.v)^a^ 
f Mn^c-2)I2 
11 [ A 
2/1 [2 J 
1 
00* exp[ j A + n{x - juY 
2G 
2 (cr )^ 
^ C 7 ^ 
"7r/iV"^ '"^ ^^ ^ 1 
2(//+c-l)/2p^'^l£zl) 
In \2j n4-r-? r ^ , / - N2n(/7 + C - l ) / 2 
2 
/\na,iii,,iilf>ISii,n^nn A (J/- / " (mis K,s>«/f// M// ! / / ( • ! « / ' 
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2 L'+ ^ - J 
r, // 
•^ fif' "-^;--^~][, + ' l ( I^] ("«- l ) /2 
, - c o < / / < c o . (4.3) 
J A 
Bayes estimate of a from (4.2) is 
X 
a" = £ ( C T | T ) = \(7U{(j\.\)dcy' 
0 
a =/:(H:V): ''^^(/;+r-2)/2 
\^J ,n + c-2^ 
CO . - , ~ 2 X , 2 
rexp{-A/2o- )d(7 
2 (cj^)2 
,^ , // + C' - 3, 
2 , , " . < - 2 , 
Note that Bayes estimate of (7~, viz., 
(T ~ = jcr" V[{a\x)d(j = /I 
/? + c - 4 
Bayes estimator of //from (4.3) is 
Ihiniilm uli>l\uili^lif.A<)ihiiilionslU-~uii<h M / C III(.\RII 
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00 
// =.l~^T ^ ^ I / / I c / / djLi A J\ n+c-2 
B 
2 
oor]^'^(:^'-/')'"^-|(//+r-l)/2 
A 
II ~ I 
s^- =^ 
n ~ 
\2 
_ ii{x-u) 1 
Put - ^ — ^ ^ ^ t -
s-
CO 
/ / A ; 7 T 7 ^ I — . . . , . 2 , — ^ ^ ^ ' 
2 2 ^ , 
, c «> ( A - - - 7 = - - ) 
// 1 ^ /^ = . - • f _ (^ZI dt 
2 2 
/^  =,|^.—-J - . j ^^^^^^^^^ dt 
^ ^ // - 1 
//' = A" 
Remark 1. MLE of a^ coincides with cr*" for c = 4 and the UMVUE of 
o-~ IS the same as the Bayes estimator of cj" when c = 3. 
Remark 2. //* is the same as the MLE and UMVUE of // for any choice of 
c>0(Sinha, 1986). 
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Theorem-2: For the normal distribution ^( / / , a^). The rehabihty at time t 
is given by 
1 "^  
A^ (/) = — = = \tx\i[-\{x-iii)^ l2G^\]dx 
The Bayes estimator of R{f) is 
Xi cc) 
j \(t)\if-^0/<T].U{jU,a\x)dad/j (Sinha, 1986) 
- X 0 
Proof. We haxe 
/?(/) = — = = [exp[-J(A'-//)2/2a^|]^x 
aJl/r ^ 
jexp {-jtr /2).djLi 
In , 
{t-^l)lG 
= l - 0 [ ( / - / / ) / a ] 
Then the Bayes estimator of reliability function 
zo CO 
/?*(/) = ! - [ jO[(/-//)/cr].n(//,C7|.T)^aJ// 
- x O 
where !!(//,CTIJ) is joint posterior distribution of// and a 
IkpaiimuilolMifiiUic^ iC O/x/,i(ir«n Rtsaiidi lUl I / / 0 !« / / 
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5. Weibull Distribution: (Sinha, 1986) 
Theorem-l. Under the class of prior ^{e)cc^^^^~^—-,a,c>^ 6>0 for 
the Weibull distribution ^v^ '" ' Q\^{-X'' 10), x, p,9>0 , Bayes estimator 
I v/' + a 
of 0 will be , when shape parameter p is known. 
n + c ~1 
Proof. The pdf of Weibull distribution is given by 
/ ( . T | / ; , ^ ) = ^ A-/'-' exp(-x/V6') , .T,p,^>0 (5.1) 
Let the shape parameter p be known and let the prior distribution is 
^{Ola.c) ^^-(^)x^^^Ptf^, r/, c > 0, ^ > 0 (5.2) 
0' 
The posterior of 0 is given by 
exp[-(lA/+a)/6 '] 
n{0\x) = K 
-,n+c 0' 
where K is normalizing constant. 
0 ^ 
r(n + c - i ) 
K-~'=-
Therefore, 
Dipiiilmni nl \l(iliuii^ A llji.iiilKiii^ l<i\u:i(li l\ll \IHi\RII 
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' r{n + c-\) Q"+^ 
Bayes estimate of 6^  is 
CO 
e'^ =E{e\x)=\eY\{e\x)de 
/ V P , \ / ' + C'-l CO 
V{n+c-\) \ |^"+^-l 
^\n + c~\) [Zx^/'+a] //+r-2 
// + r - 2 
Remark. For large sample (in relation to a and c) will be quite close to the 
MLE 0 =S.\'/' ///. For a = 0, c = 2 in (5.2), the Bayes estimator of 9 is the 
same as the MLE of 9 (Sinha, 1986). 
Theorem-2. For two parameters Weibull distribution when p is also 
Linknovv-n, if we use Jeffrey's invariant prior, this leads to quite intractable 
calculation. Here 9 is the scale parameter and p is the shape parameter and 
assume that the prior distribution of {9,p) is ^{9).h{p), where 
^^(6')^(l/6'^), r > 0 and h{p)^^{\la),Q< p<a. with these priors Bayes 
estimator will be 
Dqmilmiiit i / S\tit\M\t\ A ()iKi(iUtm\ Ai \iiliih M/f - ! / / ( / IK/ / 
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^^ n + \ 3/5-1 
\" '—dp 
/ ' = 
.p s./; + c ' - l 
' p'X'' 
and e 
Proof. Consider Weibull pdf given by 
/(.v| /?, ^) =^A-/'~' exp(-x/' /^) , x,p,^ > 0. 
u 
Then liie posterior distribution oi ^{0, p). 
n(^^,/4v) = - ^ i / ^ - ' e x p [ - ( f A / ) / ^ ] (5.3) 
where, /^  = ]~I -v, 
/ = ! 
and A""' = j |n(<9,/?|.1)^/6'^/; 
0 0 
0 .Ji;^p-\ 
=r(/7 + c - i ) f-^^  dp 
hitegrating out 0 in (5.3), we have the marginal posterior of p 
l>, IKiinihi:! Ill S/(l/l^//(s A <)i>uiiiii'ii\ Kr^iiiidi t\ll il Id Ul/I 
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, / ? + r - l 
n(/7|.v) = ^ '- , 0<p<a. (5.4) 
Similarly, we obtain the marginal posterior of 6, viz., 
ji+c-\ 
(l/r/'^^)j/;"i/-'exp[-[X;'-^fj ]dp 
Y\{0\x)= ^ , 0<6'<oo. (5.5) 
From (5.4) and (5.5), we obtain the corresponding Bayes estimators 
p = 
J/'"^"-" Zi's" dp n+c-\ 
o". 
and 
i/'"^""7(ir<) dp 
L ^ 
|,/u''-y(x;'.v,") dp 
0 
Theorem-3: The Weibull distribution with the shape parameter p is 
f^^ I p^ 0)=R V '^~' exp (-A- / ' / (9), x, /;, 6' > 0 and the reliability function 
of the Weibull distribution is 
Ikpiniiiu iinl\i,in^iif<A(>p<ian,Hi,lh'.uiiili nil \l l(, Uill 
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R{t) = exp{-t^' /0) 
Then, tlie Bayes estimators for the reliabihty function are 
R, 
t P 
^Lx-l'+a 
\n+c 
, when p is known. 
R. = 
-P 4 . / / ^ " + ^ - ] 
, when p is unknown. 
Proof. For the Weibull pdf 
/•(.Y| P,0)=^X^''^ Qxp{-x^ /e), A-, p,d> 0. 
RehabiHty ilinction is 
CC 
/?(/)=i^ ^x''~^ exp(-xnO)dx 
0 
R{t)=exp{'t^' /O) 
Then, the Bayes estimator of reliabihty is given by 
R*=E[expi-t'' /d)\x] 
= j\Y]{d,p\x)Qxp{-t''/6)d0dp 
If /; is known, under the prior and posterior distribution of 6, then 
l\l„„l„H .11 nl \ln,iu„ - A (>IH ,nl,n.n K. •..,„,I, I W( 1/1(, IRII 
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- I -
./' v / / + r - l 
1 + 
IA-/^ + <:/ 
When p is unknown, we use the joint posterior of 0 and p as 
^{0).h {p) X —.— , then the Bayes estimator of reliability function is 
0" ^> 
,,^P-
P 
P , //M"+^'- ' 
R, = 
(Lx'' +1'') 
(I II TP p"ll' 
(Lx'')"^'-
6. Gamma Distribution: 
Bayes estimator of 0 : (Khan et ai, 1981) 
Let .V[,.V2,...,-v„ be a sample of size /7from a gamma population G{p,ju,—), 
6 
w e assume // to be known without loss of generality and put /./ = 0 then 
^'iP^-J-0 V{p) OP 
^ e~^'^ , x,6'>0, p>0. 
Let .V|,.V2,...,.V/, have G(/;,—) distribution then the pdf of 7 = Zx/ given by 
0 
.i\t\0)^ t ' -lie 
V{up) 0"P 
(6.1) 
Let the prior distribution of 6 be ^{6) proportional to —r-, i.e. 
0^ 
Dyniiillll.nl :il \l(ilnlii^ ,1 Oihicllnll-. RiMdidl l\ll {lid l/iH 
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C{0)^ 
0' 
(6.2) 
Then, the posterior distribution of 6*, in view of (6.1) and (6.2) is 
WAt) 
.b+nn-\ 
V{h + np-\) 0''+"P (6.3) 
Let the loss function be 
A ( r / ^ / r ) = ( ^ ^ ) ^ [ ( ^ « ) ^ - ( ^ ) ^ ] 2 (6.4) 
fhen, the Bayes estimator of 6 is the solution of (El-Sayyed, 1967) 
dL{cr\0'') 
-^  I a 
U{0\t)dO=0 
P(l 
(6.5) 
-^  J a 
A(r/^/;^) = ^ - ^ ^ ( ^ « ^ - ^ « ^ ) 2 
rd '^  ja cd 
= 2/?^^^(^«^-^^^)(^«)^- (6.6) 
Therefore, in view of the equation (6.3), (6.5) and (6.6) 
'rrL{d'\0") 
J ^ ,(X \MO\t)dO^Q 
cd 
,"P \ 
,h+np-
V{h + np-\)0 b + np-ay 
-e-"<^d0 
=c h+iip-\ 
J nh + r{b + np-\) i^Qh+np-aP-ay e-^'^dO 
l),l„„n,Hninl\uu,'.iu^A<)p^'<,„o,nlUuai,h nil U K, tRH 
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(/ 
afj _V{h + np - ay -ap -\) 
V(h + np -ay -\) T 
a (6.7) 
or 
d"=T''[-—^ ^—~ --] ^ , b + np>ay + aP + \ (6.8) 
I {b 4- ///; - ap -ay -\ 
Using the approximation (El-Sayyed, 1967), we get 
d^' =- T 
a 
\{h + np-ay-\)-~{a/] + ?>)] a 
MSE of Baves Estimator 
Proceeding in the same way, we get 
c~ 
(6.9) 
where 
^ ^ V{np + a) ^^r{np + 2a) 
Vinp) Vinp) 
C = V{h + lip- ay - 1 
h + lip - ay - aP -\ 
IP 
,b + np>ay + aP + 1 (6.10) 
a function of h, y and /?. 
Now we have to minimize MSE w.r.t either b, y and J3. Minimization with 
respect to the any of the above three parameters leads to only one relation i.e 
/^ = 
b - ay -\ 
la 
(6 .11) 
„„ ,„„„ , . , „„ , S,„»w,M A 0 , u , „ m . n « . w , „ / , n/( l / / f , l«/ / 
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This can be seen by differentiating MSE w.r.t /? and equating it to zero in 
the same fashion. Similarly it can be shown that second derivative at 
p = {h-aY -\)l2a = \ is positive (Khan etai, 1981). 
Particular Cases: 
Our proposed Bayesian estimator of 6^ is 
V{b + ///; - ay -\ a -i-d 
cr =7 
i/A 
/; + /;/; - ay - aj3 -\ 
(I). Consider a = \, /5 = 1, / = 0, therefore /? = 3. Thus d = Tl{np + 1) and 
the estmiator ot mean {pU) is —-—. 
np +1 
(2). Consider « = 2, /? = 1, y = 0, therefore b = 5 
2 _ T~ {nx)~ 
(///; + 3)(///; + 2) {np + 3)inp + 2) 
2 -2 
Thus the estimator of the variance {p6) is {np + 3){np + 2) 
(3). a = \. ;/ = 0,/? = l,/7 = 2 
Then d = x are the mle and UMVUE of (p0). 
(4). « = 2, 7 = 0,/? = l,/7 = 3 
. ^ ' -(///; + !) (///;) 
2 
This is an unbiased estimate of 0 . 
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(5). If .V| ,.V2 \,; is a random sample from N{JL/, a ) . Then 
// — 1 1 
7^  = 2](.v, - .?)" has G( , —) distribution, where 0 = 1^" 
1 Z {J 
Now consider a = 1,;/= 0, /? = 1, /7/9 = (/7 - l)/2 in (6.7) to get 
IT 
0=d=-
2/9 + /7 - 5 
, 0 7" 
.e. a~ =-2/) + /; - 5 
7 r It A = 3 then o"" 
// + 1 
This is the estimator with minimum MSE. Further if we put b = 2 then 
d- = 77(//-l). This is the UMVUE of (7-. For b = Sll, d^ is mle of 
(7-(Sinha and Kale, 1980). 
Similarly other results can be obtained by adjusting a, p,y and b. Jt may 
be noted from relation (6.11) that in case of /? = 1, / = 0, i.e. when the loss 
function is quadratic to obtain the uniformly minimum MSE estimator for 
0'^~ one has to choose improper prior proportional to 9^^ ^^ '. Thus we 
have established that minimum MSE estimator is also Bayes estimator under 
certain condition. 
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7. Pareto Distribution: (Ali and Woo, 2004) 
Let Y\, Y2,....)';, be a random sample from a Pareto distribution with the pdf 
/ • ( v , / ? ) /? 
/^ 
l<v, /?>! (7.1) 
w hich has mean // and variance /]{/] - 1) /(2 - /?) and 5" = ^", hi K/ 
Then the likelihood ftinction is given by 
L{j3\S = s) = P 
2/?-l 
P 
.e^~f^ , y5> l , 0< i<OO. 
v/^  'y 
(7.2) 
The non-informative prior of P is 
c(/?) X -
/?(/^-l) 
, / ? > ! 
Since .S' = ^ _, In Y, follows a gamma distribution with a shape parameter 
// and scale parameter (/?- 1)//^, then the posterior distribution of P given 
5" = ^ j _ | In}''/ can be obtained as 
Y\{P\S)-- P 
11-\ 
n 
V ^< J 
11+] 
•'-^ , /?>1 (7.3) 
where r(//) is the gamma function. 
The Bayesian estimator under the squared error loss function 
L{pJ)HP'P)-'^^ 
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/? N N{n-s) 
" ^n^ 
/=1 ^') 
(7.4) 
where, N{n\ s) = ^ . 
^ , _ A 
V l< J 
.rik + \).s ^''^^\ 0<^<oo, n =0,1,2,..., 
and the exponential integral Ei{z)= [" -.e ''dt Re z > 0(Gradshteyn and 
Ryzhik, 1965). 
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CHAPTER 3 
BAYESIAN ESTIMATION OF CENSORED SAMPLES 
1. Intjoduction: 
In life lesting problems the simplest and most widely exploited model is the 
one-parameter exponential distribution with pdf 
/ • ( .Y|^)=-exp(-A7^) , A - > 0 , ^ > 0 
with F(.v) = l-exp(-A7^) and R{x) = exp{-x/0). 
In section 2, Bayes estimator for the location parameter, scale parameter and 
reliability for two-parameter exponential family w.r.t. the loss function 
/ .W,iO=g«(</^*-g^)-
where L{cL g) is the loss incurred due to decision d when the true state of 
nature is g are obtained. Here a and /? are finite constant. We also 
consider similar problem for two-parameter exponential distribution with 
/ / > 0 , which is natural constraint in life testing experiments, using a non-
informative prior (Sinha, 1986). 
In section 3, we have considered estimation of the Gamma distribution and 
obtain the Bayes estimator of 6", where a is a positive integer, m censored 
sample case, where // has been replaced by its mle A'(1). Also the MSE and 
its particular cases are discussed in this section (Khan et ai, 1981). 
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2. Censored Sampling from Exponential Distribution: 
Let X\,X2.---.X^^ be independent identically distributed random variable 
from exponential population. Here n may be interpreted as the number of 
distinct items and each having exponential distribution G(]| / i , —). Let us 
6 
for simplicity denote that first item fails at time X{y\, second fails at time 
.r(2) and so on and the // ' ite?n fails at X(^ „) (failed itcins are not replaced). 
To get exact figure we have to record failure times of these n items. But it 
may be noted that this is not desirable because life-testing experiments are 
usually destructive in that the items are destroyed at the end of experiment 
and cannot be used again. To overcome this difficulty, we may put these n 
items on test and terminate the experiment when a pre-assigned number of 
items say /-,(/-</?) have failed. Therefore, if A'(|-),Jf(2)v,^(r) are the 
failure times of the first r items respectively. Then the hkelihood of the 
sample is given by (Sinha and Kale, 1980). 
111 
-exp Tji-'^ii) - /O + (" - /')(^(r) -M)\ 0 
{n-r)\e 
and .Y(i),.V(2)v,A'(/.) is called right censored sample where last {n-r) 
observation are missing. 
Bayes Estimation of Censored Exponential Samples: 
Let A'd) <.Y(9) <...<.T(,.) be tlie failure time of first r order statistics from 
the exponential distribution, then the likelihood function is given by 
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/^ (•^ "(1)^ \72)^  '^(r) / ^^ ) 
//! 
{n-r)W^ -exp Z^/ ) - / 0 + (''-'^ )(-^ (r)~A) A 
. / = 1 
111 
{n-r)W' 
-exp r + /7(x(i)-//))/^ (2.1) 
w here T = ^( .Y(/) - .Y(,) ) + (n - r)(X(,) -X(i)) 
J .Y(,)+(/?-r)( .T(, . )- /7.Y(i)) 
/ - I 
(2.2) 
Let the joint prior distribution of (jU,9)bQ 
^{^iJ))^^O~'\~"^^\h>O,0>O (2.3) 
Then the joint posterior distribution of (JLI,0) will be 
11(6',// .V(]),.Y(2),...,.Y(/.))=^;^exp[-{r + fl + /7(j(i)-//)/6' 
C O < / / < X Q ) , 6 ' > 0 . 
where. 
^( l )co 
K \ \ -exp[-\T + a + ii{.xn^ - jLi)/0}]dO dju 
-X 0 '^ 
[1) 
r(r+ /)-!) 
r(/- + /:>-2) 1 
r+h-\ 
djLi 
n [T + a] r+h-2 
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T h u s , 
11(6^,// V(]),.V(2), r(,-)) 
r+h-2 
r(r + h-2) 0>-+h exp T + a + n{xn\ - ju)/6 
X(,) >/^>-cx), 6'>0. (2.4) 
To obtain posterior distribution of // and 6, we have to integrate (2.4) w.r.t. 
0 and // respectively. 
Therefore, 
n(// 
^ ' ( l ) - ^ ' ( 2 ) — ^ ' ( r ) ) -
ii{T + a) 
rir + b-2) lor+h 
:exp[-{r + (2 + /7(X(]) -ju)/0j\dd 
n{r + b-l){T + a)' •+h-2 
[r + /7(x(i)-//)] r+h-
(2.5) 
and 
11(6' .V(|),V(2).. . . .V(,.)) n(T + a) 
r+h-2 
r{r + h-2) o'-+b 
X [ e x p - | r + fl + /7(X(^|^-//)/6'| c/6' 
—en 
{T + a) r+h-2 
Vir + h-l) 'e'^^~^ 
.exp[-(r + fl)/^] (2.6) 
Expression (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) are also given in Smha and Kale (1980) 
with c/ = 0. 
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Let the loss function corresponding to the decision d] is 
Lidi.O)=0''idf -O^f (2.7) 
Then the Bayesian estimator of 0 will be obtained by solving 
(2.8) 
Now, 
(2.9) 
Therefore, in view of equation (2.6), (2.8) and (2.9), we have 
d^ \ -Qx\^[^{T + a)l9]d0= f —-
0 '^  0 ^ 
exp[-{T + a)/d]d0 
or 
dfJ''^''~''-^-'\T^af 
' {r + h-a-2) 
. T + a Ai = 
.e. d\ = , where 
r{r + b-a-2) 
V{r + h-a-p-l) 
IP 
(2.10) 
(/7 + r - a - / ? - 2 ) > 0 
Mean Squared Error of d\: 
We note that T has G ( / - - l , - ) distribution, (Sinha and Kale, 1980) 
therefore, 
E[T)={r-\)0 
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V{T)={r-\)0-
y{ci\ 
Ai 
V{T + (i)^ 
A} 
\Bicis{d\)\ {r-\)0 + a -0 
Thus, MSb:{cl\) = {r-\)0- +[{r-\)e + cl-A\e]-
A 2 
Let us minimize this mean square error (MSE) w.r.t. a . Now 
cM 1 
('(I A ; 
-[0 + 2!(/--I)^ + ^/-^]6'i] 
Pa 
if we put this value of a in (2.3), we get £,{f-i,0)^^6 \ thus for simplicity, 
we put <:/ = 0 in a prior distribution and proceed further to minimize MSE 
w.r.t. p. Now with a = 0 
MSEUloJ^-^^^^'--^-'^^.0' 
Ar 
rM_ 2Alir-\)[-Ai+r] ^2 
dp A-: 
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= 0 ^ / ^ = ] + / • - l = r 
Now, A\ = V{r + h-a-2) 
IP 
- r 
If and only if, /3 = I and /? = cr + 3. Again consider its second derivative, 
r~M _ 2(r - \){A'Ax{Ax - r) + ^j^(3r - lA^) 
P/?- ^ J 
> 0, at A] = r 
thus MSE is minimum aty? = l, /7 = <2 + 3 and (2 = 0. 
Particular cases: 
(1). Pul h-a = 2,^^\,a = 0. 
•V, = 7' 
/ • - I 
/ • > ! 
which IS UMVUE of 0 (Sinha and Kale, 1980). Bhattacharya (1967) has 
proved that \/o , with b = 2 is only prior which leads to UMVUE. 
(2). Put /7-« = 3,/? = l,^/ = 0, then 
T (-/l = — is mle of 0. 
r 
(3). Put/? = 1, c^  = 0, a = 0, then 
^/, 
T 
+ /;-3 
r + 6 > 3 
MSEicli) {r-\) + {2-b)- .2 .0' 
{r + h-3y 
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This estimate has been suggested by Alam and Kirmani (1981) and Smha 
and Kale (1980). 
Bayes Estimator of / / : 
Let the loss function be 
A(./2,//) = / /" ( ^ 2 ^ - / / ) ' 
then the Bayes estimator of // is given by 
J - ^ ^ . n ( / / A - ( , ) , . . . , X ( , ) ) ^ / / = o (2.11) 
which on simplification gives 
cli =~ ^ (2.12) 
- naj- + h-\) ^ ^ 
where 
Ml) F 
I{pju)= \ ^~ cl^i 
r + //(.Y(i) - / / ) + «] 
-\l) P 
n {m-]){T + ay"'^ n{in-\) 
Iip-\,m-\) (2.13) 
thus, for different values «, /? and b, the Bayes estimator can be obtained. 
Here, we consider in particular the case « = 0,y^ = l, (i.e. when the loss 
function is squared). Then (2.12) reduces to 
!(lr±hzR (2.14) 
- l(0,r + h-\) 
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Using the recurrence relation (2.13), it can be seen that, 
c - / 2=A-^ l ) -—^4^ ' ^ ' + '^>3 (2.15) 
/?(r + /)-3) 
estimator given in (2.15) was obtained by Alam and Kirmani (1981) and 
Smha and Kale (1980), with « = 0. 
Bayes Estimator of Reliability Function: 
Consider three different cases: 
(1). // known, 0 unknown. 
(2). // unknown, 0 known. 
(3). // and 6 are both unknown. 
Let us consider the loss function is 
L{cLR) = R''{d^ -R^) (2.16) 
Case 1. // known, 0 unknown. 
Without any loss of generality, we may put // = 0. Let the prior distribution 
m be ^ 
,^(6))cr.--e-"'^ (2.17) 
Then the posterior distribution of 0 will be 
/T , \i'+h-] 1 \lm ^ U+^0 1 -{T+a)/0 / . i ox 
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w here T = X-'^'(/) + (" ~ '^ ) ^ (/-) (2.19) 
The Bayes estimator of R{t) with the loss function given in (2.16) and 
posterior distribution (2.18) is obtamed by solving 
^rL{d:,^R) jMy^n(^|A-(i),...,A-(,))J^=0 
r d-x 
(2.20) 
which, gives 
/ j _ [T + ci + at] r+h-\ 
di' = [r + fl + «/ + y5/] r+h-
Pt 
T + a+at 
-(/-+/)-!) 
(2.21) 
If we put /? = 1, (T/^ O, /? = 1 and (2 = 0 in (2.21) we get an expression 
obtained by Bhattacharya (1967). 
Now, if we put, /? = - ! , h = l, a = 0 and « = 0 in (2.21), we get 
ch 
t 
T 
(2.22) 
which is the UMVUE of reliability function (Sinha and Kale, 1980). 
Case 2. // unknown, 0 known. 
For simplicity, put 0 = \ and prior distribution (^(//) = 1, -co<ju<co. then 
the posterior distribution of //, will be 
n\0 A-(,),...,A(,))=//e""^^(')"^'\ -*<//<A-(i). (2.23) 
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Bayesian estimate of /?(/) is obtained by solving 
n'io .V(i),...,A'(,,)) = 0 (2.24) 
'0) 
,/f j.("+«)/',/;,=e-/^' je("+«^^^)^'^;/ 
CO 
vN'hich uives 
^ n + a + 13 
Case 3. // and 6^  are both unknown. 
(2.25) 
The posterior distribution of 9, ja w.r.t. the prior ^{ju,6)cc6 ^e ^ , 
r,a,<9 > Ois given in (2.4). Bayes estimate is obtained by solving 
^ ( 1 ) If L{d^.R) 
-X 0 rd, 
V[{6,ILi X(i^,...,x^i-))dddjLi = 0 (2.26) 
which gives 
X 
" 11^" I -|r^^/ + //(\(|)-//) + (r-//)«|/, dOd/u 
-V 0 
MDx 
= lb 1 -{r+«+//(A-n.- / / )+(/- / / )(«+/?)}/^ 
-xO ^ ' 
+/7 
dOd/Li 
which on simplification, yields 
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(/ 
/j II + a 
n + a + (5 (A-(i)-Oy^ r+h~2 
r + (f/-(x(]) -t)a (2.27) 
In particular, if /? = 1, a = 0,fl = 0 then 
/?(/) = ./5 
// + ! 
1 + 
t - X (1) 
r 
-(r+/9-2) 
Theorem-1: For the two-parameter exponential distribution 
— exp[-(T-//)/6'], -cc<jLt<x,0>O. Bayes estimator of /,/ and 6 under 
non-informative prior <^(/y,^)cc— , a > 0 will be 
9" 
(r + a-3)[/?.Y(]) + T]-{r + a-2}TC, C, 
n (r + a-3) 
and 
C, T 
C,_i{r + a-3) 
where, C,. = 
T 
, ^ " ^ ( 1 ) 
V T J 
and 7' = X -^^ '(/) --^ '(1)) + (''-'")(^(r)--^'(l))-
/ = 1 
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Proof. We obtain the joint posterior of (//, 6) as (Sinha, 1986) 
K 
n(// ,^ |A-)=-^r^C,exp[- |r + /7X(,)-//|/^] 
where K V{r + rt - 2) 
nT r+a-2 
and C,. = ) + 
/ ; . Y ( | 
T 
\ {r+a-2) f x(/-+<'/-2) 
V T ) 
an d we have T = X^^'(/) ~ -^ (1)) + ('^  ~ r){x^r) -- '^(1)) 
By integration we obtain marginal posterior of // and 9 as given by 
n(//|A-) = //(r + « -2 )Qr" 1 + 
T 
-{r+a-\) 
, 0< / /<X( i - ) 
n{r + a-2) 
r[ l + l//(.V(,)-//)/r] r+r t - l 
, 0 < / / < j ( i ) 
and 
W- + C/-2 
l\iO\x) = - ^ ~ ^ -[exp(-r/^)][l-exp{-^X(i)/^}], 
Qi+a-\ Y{r + a-l) 
0 < 6' < 00. 
Hence, Bayes estimator of 6 is given by 
* , C T 
0 =E{0\xy '' C,_,(/- + a - 3 ) /• + <:/> 3 
Similarly, the Bayes estimator of // is given by 
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// =E{e\x)^ (r + a- 3)(«X(|) + T)-{r + a - 2)TC,. 
II(r + a -3)Cf._\ 
Using the data in Grubbs (1971), E(ju\x) and E(6\x) are tabulated. 
Tlieorem-2: For the exponential distribution under the censored samples 
from —.t^ "^  , .v>0,6'>0, assuming quasi prior < (^^ )oc—. Bayes 
estimator of reliability function will be 
(\ + t/T,Y 
Proof: The posterior distribution of 6 is given by 
•rl' 
UiOlx) T, r n-{r 
Ur) 0'^'^''exp{-T,./0) 
where 
/ = ! 
Hr) 
Bayes estimator of R{t) is given by 
X 
R"{t) = E{R{t)\x)^ \exp{-t/6)n{d\x)d0 
0 
X n: 
= \expH / O).-^—0~^''^^hxp{-T, / d)d0 
R {()= 
(l^l/Tj 
(Bhattacharya, 1967) (2.28) 
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Remark: This estimate is better than the UMVUE in the sense that UMVUE 
defined by 
JO J>T, 
takes values equal to zero for / < T,. which is essentially a positive value. 
Also in some problem of analysis of variance R{t) takes negative value, 
which is absurd. 
3. Bayes Estimator of 0" in Censored Gamma Samples: 
Let .vi,.V2v,A';, be a sample of size // from a gamma population G(/?|//, —) 
6 
to be known and without loss of generality put /./ = 0 and then 
G( / ; , - )= e~''^, x>0, 6'>0, / ;>0. 
0 V{p) OP 
Let .vi,.V2,...,.V;, have G(/;|//, —) distribution then the pdf of T = I.Xj given 
0 
by 
MO)--^- e-'^' (3.1) 
r{np) 0"^ 
Now, we put lip - r -\ then equation (3.1) is written as 
fV\0)= ^ - / ' - 2 , - ' / ' 
L ( r - l ) 0' 
where, r = ^(A-(,) -A-(,) ) + (//-r)(x(,.) -X(,)) 
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I. 
Let the prior distribution of 6 be ^{0) proportional to l/<9 
I.e. ^{0)-rAIO" 
then the posterior distribution of ^is given by 
11(^1/) 
r{h + r~2)9 h + r 
Ji+r-2 -tit 
-t e (3.2) 
and the estimator of ^ , will be 
[fa^ja r{h + r -ay -2) 
V{h + r-ay-ap-l) 
- ] / / ? 
r + b>ap + ay + 2. (3.3) 
and 
* =1: 2 * * 7 
MSE.O'")-'-^^' ^'..['-^^-0'-
c 
*7 
(3.4) 
* V{r + 2a-\) * r(r + a-\) 
where, D = . B =-
r ( / - - i ) r ( r - l ) 
and C 
r{h + r - ay - 2) 
b + r - ay - aP - 2 
-.MP 
To obtain MSB, we have to use the relationship 
P-
h - ay ~\ 
2a 
(3.5) 
It may be noted that if we put y^  = l, « = land ;K = 0 in (3.3), we get 
0' T 
h + r- 3 
-, h + r>3 (3.6) 
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vvithA«£(^') = < ^ - " + ' ^ ' ' ^ ' % ^ (3.7) 
(h + r - 3)-
The estimator given in (3.6) was obtain by Alam and Kirmani (1981) and 
also obtained by Sinha and Kale (1980). If we put h^2, then (3.6) gives 
UMVUEof 6'. 
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CHAPTER-4 
BAYESIAN ESTIMATION OF COMPLETE AND CENSORED 
SAMPLES LSING LINEX LOSS FUNCTION 
\. Introduction: 
In this chapter we have considered Bayes estimator of parameter of failure 
law distributions: Pareto, classical Pareto, exponential and Rayleigh 
distributions under Linex loss function. Bayes reliability estimators are also 
obtained for Rayleigh distribution under Linex loss function. 
2. Pareto Distribution: (Ali and Woo, 2004) 
Let Y], Yi,..., Yj, be a random sample from a Pareto distribution with the pdf 
fi.yj^) P 
2/?-
-P 
P 
]<v, (3>\ 
For S -• Y^"i In Yj, the likelihood function is given by 
i{P\S = s) = 
2/3 
' P V ' 
—^— .e 
KP-\) 
?'~^ ,/?>l,0<.s<oo. 
PN =- ln 
T II —\ 
/ = () V 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
The Bayesian estimator under the Linex loss function 
L{p,P) = [^x\tP-P)-{p-P)-n'^^ 
(2.3) 
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where /C,,(.v) is the modified Bessels function of oreder v{ Gradshteyn and 
Ryzhik, 1965). 
3. Classical Pareto Distribution: (Pandey e/a/., 1996). 
Case-1. Bayes Estimators of Shape parameter when Scale is known: 
Consider a random sample of size x = (A'I,A'2,...,X„) drawn from a classical 
Pareto distribution 
with CT and a as a scale and shape parameter respectively. Here scale 
parameter <j is known. The sufficient statistics for a is 
the natural family of conjugate prior for a is gamma distribution. It is given 
by 
/•]-1 _^-(i/t'~) 
<:{(!) = , a>0,ii,r2>0 (3.2) 
'2 ' ' r ( / i ) 
2 
which has E{a) - i] /2 and V{a) = /-] r2 . The posterior density of a is 
\]{a\.x,a)=- ^— ,u>0. (3.3) 
it can be seen that posterior density is again a gamma distribution. Bayes 
estimator with respect to squared error loss is a posterior mean 
a BS 1 + /*7 W 
(3.4) 
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Consider the Linex loss function 
.rtV Lj (S) = h[e'" - cS - 1], /) > 0, c ^  0 
he ^1 CO CO 
3 12 
he 
L, (S) + 0. ^c_^^ as c -^ 0 and 5 = d - a 
This implies that a comparable loss function for small values of c would be 
he 
\L,i6) = \[e''^ -c5-\] = Li^5) 
c 
The Bayes estimator of a under Linex loss function is 
cij^j = — \o'gE\c "'|x,o-
c 
(3.5) 
CX3 
E[e-'"\x.a]= \e-'" \\{a\x,cj) da 
rC (1 + /? W) ' a ' e ^ , 
= = da 
r2""'ir(/7 + ri) 
(3.6) 
Solving (3.6), we get 
E\e ^^\x,G 1= + 
c/2 
1 + U / 7 
-(/;+/-,) 
; c + — > 0 
'2 
(3.7) 
The Bayes estimator of a under Linex loss function is 
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// + n 
a BL log 1 + cr2 \ +ur2 
i'^ + ''\)i'2 (// + /i)cr 
l + ' " 2 lil+urjY 
1 1 2 2 
Zcri 1 c rj 
+ —^A 3(1 + 1/^ 2) 2(1+ ^,.2)^ 
^^'BS 
{n + ri)cr2 
lil+ni-jY 
2cr^ 1 c^rj^ ^ 
+ ^—r A 
3{\ + ur2) 2(\ + ur2f 
(3.8) 
It may be noted that, (i). cigi-^ciQ^ as c -^0 , (ii). agi <agg, if o O , 
(iii). ctj^i>ai^s^, if c<0 and (iv). agi= cig^ +Q4C as c ^ O under 
In the absence of any prior knowledge about a, we may use a vague 
or diffuse prior C\{a) = —\a>0. The posterior density of a is again a 
a 
gamma distribution 
n(^/|v,a) = a e u 
V{n) ; fl > 0, J/ > 0 
(3.9) 
The Bayes estimator of a under Linex loss is 
^'IW, 
// 
<:' 
log f'-]l I /'JJ 
'^ ra/. 
^ C C . 
1 + — - A 
2// 3//^ 
(3.10) 
as r ^ 0, a yjji ->//(the maximum likelihood estimate of a). 
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Risks of the Bayes Estimators: 
The risk of d/^i under Linex loss function is 
which may be expressed as 
R{aBL\L)=^[c-'' E{e'''i^'^) + co-cE{dBL)-n (3.11) 
c 
It is a function of c only. We know that 2au follows a chi-square 
distribution with 2// degree of freedom giving the probability density 
function of // as 
-au n-l n 
f i n ) - ' " " (3.12) 
r(;/) 
Noting that ci/^j is function of ii, we have 
X 
Eie'''i^'^)=\e'"Bi^f{u)clu (3.13) 
\[\+^^^^^]"^''h"-'c-'clt (3.14) 
r(//)/^ a + rjt 
IJ + 1] f, C'^2^ £(/,,„, ) = ^ M l J1-] -t 
('0() I a + r2t) 
r-'e-'dt (3.15) 
Theretbre, 
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R{aB/\L) = 
T -ca ^ / 
1 + c/2 a 
a + rit 
X// + /-! 
i"-\h "^'1 
2V 
CO 
X jlog| 
0 
r(/;) 
(3.16) 
+ 
c/2 a 
a + I'll) 
t"~^e~'dt + ca-\] 
Similarly, the risk of aj^<^ under Linex loss can be obtained as 
/^ uwiM=4tk!;^ r(//) exp - t"~'dt- Y{n) 
fca(n + /]) / 2 1, /; -1 ^, ca(n + r-^) r2 
[ a + r?/ 
CO 
1-X I dt + ca-\] 
(3.17) 
0 a + I'lt 
The risk efficiency of a/^ / with respect to cig^ under Linex loss may be 
defined as 
REf^iclgj^^cij^s) 
R{dBL\L) 
(3.18) 
Case-2,, Bayes Estimator of Shape parameter when Scale is unknown: 
Let T = {.V|,.V2,...,.V/,) be a random sample from a classical Pareto 
distribution having a and a as scale and shape parameters respectively. 
Here both parameters are unknown. The joint sufficient statistics for cj and 
a are 
.V(i) = m i n ( . V i , . \ - 2 , . . . , A - „ ) 
and 
= Xlog. (3.19) 
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Also the minimal sufficient statistics for {a, a) is of the form {xn\, l\x,). 
/ = i 
Lwin (1972) has proposed a natural joint conjugate prior distribution for a 
and a . The joint prior density of a and a is 
^{(j,a)= (3.20) 
where /)', /t, // and p = (J^ are positive parameters. The diffuse prior could 
be obtained by setting the specific values of parameters. The above prior is a 
proper prior if 0 < p ^ </ / . In the prior distribution (3.20), the marginal 
distribution of a is a gamma distribution, while the conditional distribution 
of (7 given (I is of the power function form. The joint distribution may be 
called power-gamma distribution and may be denoted by P r{S,A,,jU,p). 
The joint posterior density of o" and a is 
(// + /[)[-(/?+ /l)log{min(yC,j(i))j + log//+ I logx,]"^ 
nia,a\^)= '-^ (3.21) 
r(/; + i ) [ / /n .T , r ' r / "+V"+^^" - ' 
It can be seen that posterior density belongs to the same family i.e. posterior 
n 
distribution of a and a is pr{n + S, n + A, /.i U xi,mm{p, xn)). The 
/=] 
marginal posterior of a is gamma distribution with parameters (n + S) and 
[log//-f v-(// + i)log!min(p,.Y(]))j]" . The posterior density of a given x 
is 
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n(^/A') = — ' (3-22) 
where n'= n + S 
P =Llog// + V - (/7 + A)log(min(/?,X(i)))]"^ 
For S>\, the density of (cr j ) is unimodal with the mode located at 
min |(T(|,.V(i) I. If we introduce the notation 
=c /;, -1 
We may write the posterior moments of a as 
,:uM.)=^S!]llhn2:IJ2l (3.23) 
*('7i.';2.'73) 
where //] ^u + S, i]j = - , 7/3 =log/y+v-(/7 + A)[log(min(yC,X(n)] 
// 
hi practice //] and //^  will be large while /;2 will be small. The Bayes 
estimator /^/^ /^  of a under Linex loss is defined as 
^^'LBL = — log£(e~'"1x) 
c 
The Bayes estimator cij gi can be obtained by substituting the values of n 
and /? in place of (/? + n) and [rjli^ + riu)] in equation (3.8). Thus, the 
Bayes estimator ciu^i of a under Linex loss considering the Lwin's prior is 
log[l + c|log// + v-(/? + /l)log(min(/7,X(i)))r ] (3-24) 
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It may be noted that as c->0, ajg^ tends to the Bayes estimator obtained 
by Lwin (1972) under squared error loss. 
Lwin's prior has a restriction on the prior parameters i.e. 0 < /? < ju and no 
physical interpretation of this restriction is available. He has selected a case 
[6 - X>\ and 0 </:> = //< 1) which this restriction holds. But one may be 
uncomfortable in assuming p<\, since it would imply cr<l. Keeping this 
in mind, Arnold and Press (1983) have suggested the joint prior for a and a 
gix'cn by 
^^(C7,a)=^l(cj).^2(«) (3.25) 
where 
Ci(r7) = — 
(7 
, o<^< 
^0 
and 
'.2(«) = ^^ TT . n'^2>o 
r(/]) 
for convenience we have taken r'^ = —. With respect to prior density (3.25), 
the posterior density of G and a is given as 
W{G.a\x)^cr'-^-^ G''^^-\-^''-^''"^\ a>0,a>mm(p,X(,)) (3.26) 
The joint density (3.26) does not belong to any recognized family. The 
marginal posterior density of a and a are 
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[|(^/ .v) = 
'^(7l, ' /2 = '/3) 
( « + / / 2 r ' a ' ' ' - ' ^ " ' ' 3 ^ a>0 (3.27) 
I I ( a | . v ) x c r ' n log cr 
I iog/ / + v ; 
{/!+/]) 
(T< min(/:),X(i)) (3.28) 
where 
0 ( / / i , / / 2 , / / 3 ) = jv'^i '(.V + /72) 'e'^^- ^v (3.29) 
and/ / i =/? + /-!, //2 =f>7/?,//3 =r2 + v-/7log{min(p,A-^l)) 
The Bayes estimator obtained by Amold and Press (1983) under squared 
error loss is 
^^ABS 
CD (7/1 + l , / / 2 , / / 3 ) (3.30) 
The Bayes estimator of ci^f^i of a under Linex loss may be obtained from 
the followiny 
-ac\ 
^''ABL= l o g £ ( c \x) 
c 
(3.31) 
where 
-(/( t{c A-) = 1 
^ ( / / h ' / 2 ^ / 7 3 ) 
CO 
- f(a + /72) - '« ' ' i - ' e - ( ' ' 3+0«^^ (332) 
Using (3.29), it can be expressed as 
. , -.M , ^ ( ' / b ' / 2^ '73+c) (3.33) 
^( ' / b^72 'V3) 
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Substituting the values of E{e \x) from (3.33) in (3.31), we get the 
Bayes estimator under Linex loss as 
^^'IHL = log 
c \ 
log ^(^/b^72.^3) 
^ ('7b'72''73 +c) 
, CT^O. (3.34) 
^-{!]3+c)a ^^-ma 
c>{) then ^ VV3-W" <^-v3" indicate that 
(^{il\j]2j]i,+c)<(X){i]ij]2,i]i,) and cij^Qi will be positive. Similarly if 
r < 0 then e" '^^ -'+''^ " >e"''3^' and indicate that 
O (//I, //2, //3 + r) > O (//I, //2,7/3) and ci^gi will be positive. 
4. Exponential Distribution: (Basu and Ebrahimi, 1992) 
The univariate exponential distribution is well known as an important model 
in reliability theory. Here the density function, conditional on a parameter 6, 
given by 
j{x\0)=-c~''^, 0<A-<oo, 6'>0 (4.1) 
and the parameter 9 has a given prior distribution ^[9). A prior distribution 
is chosen to reflect prior knowledge about 9, assume that the prior 
distribution of 0 is a gamma or the inverted gamma distribution with density 
/ , ( ^ ) = ^ - e - " / ^ ( i ) ' ^ + \ ^ > 0 , i / > 0 « > 0 
r(v') 9 
(4.2) 
Here the parameter a and v are choosen to reflect prior taiowledge i.e. 
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Using equation (4.1) and (4.2) the optimal estimate of 6 relative to L(A) is 
given by 
Oj^=zi{a + t)/a (4.5) 
where Z| = I-exp[-c//(/7 + v + 1)J 
Similarly, we can obtain an estimate of R{tQ) = exp(?o /0)-
5. Rayleigh Distribution: (Soliman, 2000) 
The Rayleigh probability density function is 
/ • ( . T | C 7 ) = - ^ ( ? " " ' / ^ ^ , 0<J<OO, CT>0. (5.1) 
For the situations where the life tester has no information about the 
parameter a, we may use the quasi-density prior in the form 
^ ^ ( a ) x ^ , o->0,^>0. 
if (f = I we get a non-informative prior (Jeffreys (1961) prior) 
C , ( ^ ) ^ - (5-2) 
Also, if cl = 3 we get the asymptotically invariant prior, proposed by 
llartigan(l964) 
^,(a)x— (5.3) 
(7 
Bayes Estimator of a: 
Let a group of // components have lifetimes, which follow a Rayleigh 
distribution. The failure time are recorded as they occur until a fixed number 
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/• of ct^mponenls have failed. At is quite common in life testing situations 
that only the first r life times in a sample of n units can be obtained (Type 
II censoring), let x = (.Y| ,A'2v,-^*r) where x, is the time of the / 
component to fail. Since the remaining {n - r) components have not yet 
failed and thus have life times greater than x,., the likelihood function can 
be written as: 
t -... ( T '^ '' IV. _ 2 r 
i{M(j)- '•—(J ~ e x p 
( / ? - / • ) ! V Icj 2 
Ux,, cr>0. (5.4) 
/ • 
where T = ^  x~ +{n - r) x,. 
i=\ 
Estimate under i^ i (CT) : 
Consider the non-in formative prior (^ ] (cr) as a prior density of a. Using the 
conditional likelihood function (5.4), the posterior density of a is 
2'' ' r(r) 
Using the posterior density ni(cr|x) with E^ denoting posterior 
expectation with respect to ni((7|x), the posterior expectation of the loss 
function L{A2) is 
E,[L{A,)] = e-'EJcxp{a{^)^]-aE [i^f-\] (5.6) 
The values of a that minimizes the posterior expectation of the loss 
function L (A^), denoted by a^L was obtained by solving the equation 
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clE,\L{^2)] 
cia 
E \e~" "" e x p | f l ( ^ ) ! ] - i : ; , [ ( ^ ) ] = 0 (5.7) 
(J- G G 
that IS, (j/^/ IS the solution of the following equation; 
£„[^exp|«(^)2,] = ."£„[(^)] 
G '^ G 
provided that all the assumption exist and are finite. 
(5.8) 
Thus using equation (5.5) the optimal estimate of G relative to L (A2) is 
G BL 
f 
la 
a 
Q r + l 
12 
(5.9) 
"^2-Also, using (5.5) under squared eiTor loss [L{G,G) = {G-G) ], the Bayes 
estimate of G, denoted by GJ^^ is the posterior mean Ep{G), 
iV'-') 
(5.10) 
Remark: Both Bayes estimators GJ^I^ and Gj^g are asymptotically equal 
1/2 ( / '^•x) to the classical maximum likelihood estimator GJ^^I =[T/2r] , 
the subscript BL and BS denote respectively to Bayes estimate based on 
Linex loss and squared error loss. 
Risks of the Bayes Estimators: 
The risk functions are denoted by Rii^gi) and R^ii^Bs)^ where the 
subscript L denotes the risk relative to LiAj), and are given by the 
following: 
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-a r7r^....<..^^BL^2>i ^rv^^BL^l R^{alil)^E\L{^',)\=c''"E[Qxx>{a{-^^r\]-aE[{^^-^Y] + a-\ (5.11) 
where the expectation E taking over dgi. 
When .r has a one parameter Rayleigh distribution with density as in (5.1), 
then it is easy to see that X^ has a one parameter exponential distribution 
which implies {TIa^) follows a chi-square distribution with Ir degree of 
freedom giving the probability density function of T as 
7^ /" — 1 7 
h{T)= {\la)^-''e'^'^''\ T>0 (5.12) 
2'- r(r) 
noting Ihat d/^/ and &i^^ are function of T, by substituting from (5.9) in 
(5.11), we have 
E[exp\ai~^^y-\]=\exp{ai-^f]hiT)dT 
a : (7 
= \~- —exp! y{~-av^)]dT 
= exp|«r/(r + l){ (5.13) 
CO 
E[{~^f]= 4—-jr''exp!-r/2a2}^r 
^ 2''r(r)fJ 0 
= 2rv, (5.14) 
where I'l = — [1-expj-fl/(r + l)j] 
2 a 
Therefore, the risk of df^f under Linex loss LiAj) is 
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^A(o-/iA)=('- + l)c""^^''^'^+(«-/•-!), a>0 (5.15) 
Estimates under i^ SCcr).' 
Consider the asymptotically invariant prior £,2{(y) as a prior density of a. 
Using the conditional likelihood function (5.4), we obtain the posterior 
density of a 
2'T(r + l) 
it tollovv's that G~ has an inverted gamma distribution, IG{a,p), where 
a = r + \ and /? = r / 2 . Thus using (5.8), we can proceed as above. 
It is known that under squared error loss the Bayes estimate of a is 
a^s = ^^-[TI2T\ (Hawalder and Hussam, 1995) (5.17) 
r(/- + i) 
The estimators o"/^ / and &j^(^ are function of T, by using (5.12), the risk 
functions of estimators &gi and &g^ relative to LiAi) are given by 
a (I 
Rl(af^fJ=e '•+2[^ '-+2+r] + ( f l - r - l ) (5.18) 
and 
/? / . (^ /? .v)=^~^ ' [ i -«r3r ' '+^(1- /73)-! (5-19) 
where y-- = 
r(r + l) 
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Also, the risk function of the estimators agi and ag^ relative to the 
squared error loss are similarly obtained and are given by: 
/^,S'(^/i/J=^^n + 2rv2-2;/3(2v2)'^^] (5.20) 
and 
Rs{^Rs)-^~[^-^rl{r~2)] (5.21) 
where vj ={\-e~"^^''^-^)l2a 
Bayes Estimate of Reliability function R{t): 
Let <^^  = /?(/) be the probability that a system will survive a specified mission 
tune /. By substitutmg a" - rj{-llogS) in equation (3.4), we obtain the 
posterior pdf of S (under ^\ {a) as a prior density of cr), as: 
U\{S\x)^^-^~{~\og5Y'^ 5^'^ '^^^~\ 0<^<1 (5.22) 
V{r) 
Using the convex loss function Z.(A]), A] =3-5, it is seen that this loss 
function is quite asymmetric when a = \ with overestimation being more 
costly than underestimation. Also, when (3<0, L(A]) rises almost 
exponentially when A| <0 , and almost linearly when A] >0 , for small 
values of |^/| the loss function I(Ai) is approximately squared error loss 
and therefore almost symmetric (Zellner, 1986). 
The posterior expectation of the Linex loss function Z(A] )is 
Es[L{^0]=e''^Es[e-''^] + Es[a5]-a5-\ (5.23) 
Using (5.22), we have 
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. , , . - " < V ^ I j t f (--og.r>;'^""* 
re-) i=n^, n 
CO / X / . , 2 
T 
+ /-1) 
dS 
l^i^^iy (5.24) 
and 
2 
^;)^k/^>>^'(y+!)"'• (5.25) 
with £^ y denoting posterior expectation with respect to n((^|x). 
The Bayes estimate of S relative to I (A]), denoted by S^g^, was obtained 
by minimizing (5.23), that is 
X i-ci)'jt^ 
chBL=-~\n[ ^ ~ i ^ { ^ + ^)~'] (5.26) 
a /=() /! T 
under squared error loss the Bayes estimate of 5 is 
^>l/^.V=(l+y)"' (5.27) 
it can be seen that the risk functions Ri(Sj^j), ^ii'^BS)^ ^S(^BL) ^^^ 
Rsi^hlS ) "^ 0 '"'^ ^^  exist, where subscript L denotes risk relative to L{A]). 
Consider 0(0-) as prior distribution for a. By substituting 
a~ = r /(-21ogfy) in equation (3.15), we obtain the posterior pdf of 5 as 
\-\,U^\-^-)=~^^~^'^ {-\ogSyS^^'^'^'\ 0<S<\ (5.28) 
- ' - r(/- + i) 
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By the same manner, the Bayes estimate of S relative to L(Ai) is given by 
^^2BL = 'og 
a 
y il£li(i^+!)-('•+!) 
/=() /! T 
(5.29) 
and the Bayes estmiate of S under squared error loss is 
djBS = ( l + y ) (5.30) 
x\> 
IkpiiilniLiilnl Sialnlii^ A Oihialliiir Ki^aiidi I W( UK, il<U 
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